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1. Introduction
Recent studies in the area of hybrid analysis linking two phenomena, i.e. viscoplasticity and
fatigue, clearly show that an initial cycling may influence the stress-strain curves of a material
significantly [1, 2]. As a consequence, mechanical behaviour of structures designed using data for
the as-received material may be different from that of the structures working under typical
application conditions. Therefore, it is required to develop a reliable constitutive model capable to
take into account an influence of the fatigue loading history on the stress-strain characteristics.
2. Research methodology
Paddle-shaped flat specimens cut out of a sheet made of DP500 steel in the as-received state
were subjected for testing. Both fatigue and standard tensile tests were performed on the MTS 858
servohydraulic testing machine working in the closed loop feedback. Force controlled cycles were
executed for the frequency of 1 Hz, stress ratio R = 0, and constant stress amplitude for the given
specimen. Two series of the DP500 steel specimens were tested. The first series of fatigue
specimens was tested at the cyclic stress range of 500 MPa, while the second one at 520 MPa. Both
series were stopped when the total strain attained the level of: 4%, 8%, 11%, and 14%. In the next
step of the experimental programme the standard tensile tests were carried out on the initially
deformed specimens. The mechanical characteristics enabled evaluation of an influence of the prefatigue, expressed in the form of damage parameter D, on the particular coefficients of the JC
constitutive equation [3].
3. Experimental results
It was assumed that the stress–strain curve of material in the as-received state is expressed by
a basic relationship of the JC equation [3]:
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Taking into account the cumulated fatigue damage coefficient D, and the cyclic stress amplitude σ,
the value of coefficients of the JC equation for the material after the prior fatigue load can be
expressed as follows [4]:
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where  ,  ,  - coefficients of the equation describing cyclic hardening of the material in the initial
phase of cyclic loadings,  - coefficient of the fatigue damage development rate, D - cumulated
fatigue damage coefficient,  0 - reference value of the cyclic stress maximum,  - cyclic stress
maximum. Subsequently, the tensile characteristics of the DP 500 steel were used to calibrate
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where σ ′ is the deviatoric stress, tr(σ) – the trace of the stress tensor, σs – the sintering stress, ηs –
the shear viscosity modulus ηs – the bulk viscosity modulus.
In the multiscale approach, macroscopic constitutive properties, including the elastic moduli,
bulk and shear viscosity, as well as the sintering driving stress are determined from micromechanical simulations of sintering. The micromechanical model of sintering has been developed within
a framework of the discrete element method [2]. The DEM considers large assemblies of particles
which interact with one another through contact forces. The rheological scheme of the contact model
for sintering is shown in Fig. 1b. It includes elasticity, thermal expansion, viscosity (creep) and the
sintering driving force, which is consistent with the macroscopic model.
The constitutive parameters of the DEM model of sintering depend on the parameters which
can be determined using atomistic models. The methods of molecular statics and dynamics will be
used to determine the elastic constants, surface energy and diffusion coefficients used as input data in
microscopic sintering models.
4. Case study
Sintering of NiAl powder has been analysed as a case study using the multscale approach. Figure 2 shows selected mechanisms of diffusion considered in the molecular statics analysis. Average
shear viscous modulus determined from the DEM simulations is plotted in Fig. 3 as functions of
sintering time and relative density.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of NiAl crystal structure and selected hop mechanisms [3]

Figure 3. Average shear viscous modulus determined from the DEM simulations
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